Etnachic is a stylish villa placed at Trecastagni, a small village on the slopes of Etna
Volcano, which offers worldliness, amusement and joy, but also great tranquillity, solitude
and contemplation.
Villa Etnachic is located in an ideal position to join the most famous naturalistic and
cultural attractions of Eastern Sicily, easy to join thanks to the mail Motorway, in a
perfect balance between the mountain and the sea.
Villa Etnachic has been recently renovated by its owner – an architect who, by using the
intence white of the walls and the warmth of the terracotta tiles and melted stones,
perfectly realised its personal concept of sustainability. The whole property is
characterized by an atmosphere of elegance and privacy, with attentive care to details.
The villa is surrounded by a garden developed in two levels. At the first one there’s the
access to the parking area and the keeper’s apartment facing to a green area. At the second
one there’s the entrance into the villa.
The house welcome guests in a living-room very bright and spacious, with two large
sofas, roching chair, little table, a piano, smart-TV and dining area with six-seats table and
sideboard.
The lighting living-room is enriched by a library at guests’ disposal. All the three bright
bedrooms are close to the private garden, with a large window of a balcony, en-suite
bathroom, air conditioning and central heating system.
Free wi-fi available inside the whole villa. It sleeps up to 8 people.

From the airport the highway is E45, closet exit “Paesi Etnei”
CLOSEST AIRPORTS:
Catania-Fontanarossa 27 Km
Comiso 104 km
PLACES OF INTEREST IN THE SURROUNDINGS:
Aci Castello, seaside village famous for its castle built in 1076 by the Normans on a lava

stone outcrop – 12 km
Catania, with its amazing baroque historic center – 16 km
“Rifugio Sapienza”, ski resort at 1,935 meters above sea level– 20 km
Taormina, the pearl of the Mediterranean – 45 km
Siracusa, with its Greek Theater, one of the biggest in the world – 80 km

